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What you need, other than joy, to run a 1,2,3 ABC Repeat Read Aloud Programme for Adults

1. Books & reading resources:
-   i.e. libraries

Libraries with their warm safe space, helpful staff and wonderful range of quality books 
representing diversity,  reading, computers and other resources. Libraries are an ideal place to run a 
1,2,3 Repeat Read Aloud Programme for Adults.

2. Participants: -

Volunteer Readers  &

Volunteer Readers offer their precious time and patience to tutor one-to-one intensively. Volunteers
are needed who are willing to develop community and cultural literacy. A maximum of ten to 
twenty Volunteer Readers is needed to pair off with ten Language Learning Readers. Volunteers are
needed to answer phone calls, organise and administer the programme. More Volunteers are needed
to type up the Kete-Community Journal contributions, support IT's Accessible Trust to publish.

Language Learning Readers A maximum of ten Language Learning Readers willing to commit for two hours twice a week, for  
a term of six weeks, with a willingness to embrace the English language culture of Aotearoa NZ.

3. Resources:Joy, a Library 
Bag,  ability to photocopy, 
audio equipment & camera

& www.repeatreadaloud.co.nz
to download Manuals & other 
documents (thank you IT's 
Accessible Trust!)

• A Library  Bag to hold the Term Kit, Kete and Library Manuals for the Team.

• Photocopying resources so Volunteers and Readers can, without infringing copyright laws, 
photocopy from the Kete, as many copies as needed for reading together as a group.

• Audio equipment for Readers to record and hear their own voice to practice reading aloud.

• A camera to take photos for the Kete-Community Journal.

• A webpage (thank you to the Volunteers of IT's Accessible Trust that make this possible).
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  Our story, the history of 'Repeat Read Aloud'. Learning: a many people process of discovery.

In 2000, more than thirty years after completing a law degree, I did a post graduate degree in International Communication, then 
qualified in 2001 as a NETs tutor for adult literacy. Whilst working part-time, in a fast food outlet with top level professionals, 
supervised by school leavers, it fascinated me how language literacy itself is often not the problem  with communication. 
Communication literacy must include how we listen, pronounce and use words. Here attitude is core. Words represent communities 
talking. In 2002  while designing a multi-cultural programme exploring how words create the world, I wrote an essay called 
“F  amilying: Finding the Steps to Make Connections.”. Connected communication employs an openness from the parties, building 
community literacy. In 2005 I visited Gamagori Library, the first library in Japan to buy all the authentic English
language titles (similar to  N.Z.’s Mr Callahan's Read and Speak home library) published in the book in the photo here.
Gamagori Library was very welcoming, arranging for me to meet Professor Nisizawa from Toyota University, one of
the 100 authors who co-operated with the SSS Institute (Start with A Simple Story) in collating the book (see photo) for university  
language students. The intention of Toyota University, was to follow up with other extensive reading books for more languages. Toyota
University publishes research studying the effectiveness in exam results of reading aloud by its language students. With the help of  
Japanese friends, I bought this book  in Japanese so I couldn't read it, of these language levelled English titles. However, I could read 
the English titles and the language levels. In 2006 I formed the New Zealand Culture Company Ltd with Clare Goodwin, a qualified 
experienced teacher of  adults and children. Late in 2007  CCR4U Inc. was registered as an incorporated society, enabling us to work 
with volunteers. With Tomomi Johnston, qualified in Japan in both secondary and primary school teaching, Ringi Teiho, Ngahuia 
Hawke and Jiang Jing, we  pioneered a pilot Repeat Read Aloud Programme in a few Auckland public libraries. By 2011, with the 
benefit of observing and delivering the programme - research in action- we came to articulate a multi-literacy approach, also identify 
multi-culture in Aotearoa N.Z., expanding the earlier conventional literacy model.                                                                                       
Cecilia Lindsay NZCC Ltd                                                                                                                                                       
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Languaging cultural literacy: shifting attitude / changing place 

We read together:  repeat  reading together is easy!  Repeat reading together is fun!

The Repeat Read Aloud Programme is a community project. For this reason we are careful about the language used to describe what we 
do. For example we describe what we do as reading rather than using the word teaching. The basic skills we use are reading and speaking.
This understanding of the simple things we do do allows us to access more people resources than if we could use professionals only.

Volunteer Readers and Language Learning Readers come together to learn from each other:  it's fun!

The 1,2,3  Repeat Read Aloud Programme for Adults brings Volunteer Readers and Language Learning Readers together to focus on 
learning. Learning is a dynamic vibrant activity. To keep learning as adults, is like prolonging our time as children, when learning was fun
and effortless. Coming together in our differences has advantages and is exciting. When repeat reading aloud together the Volunteer 
Readers enjoy learning about people from other cultures, just as much as the Language Learning Readers enjoy reading the books. The 
Volunteers typically love reading the books too, even when they are simple. Too often we make the mistake that children's literature is 
just for children. Children are often our excuse to read their books.That the book is a pleasure for the Volunteer to read is a sign of the 
quality of the book itself. How special it is to share as adults who need each other to access language the stories that delight children!

About migrants- you can't tell who is a migrant and who is a New Zealander just by looking at them!

Migrants can come from Britain, the U.S., Europe, Asia etc. Often the Volunteers as well as the Readers are migrants.
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The 1,2,3 How To Steps of repeat reading aloud in the library

1.Step one of the 1,2,3 method refers to listening to (more notes)

In our global world listening is an important skill for communication literacy. Speakers of English from birth, come with many accents 
and from many countries: England, Australia, United States, Philippines, India to name a few. People movement by aeroplane, fast trains 
and the like is a global trend. Language movement too, with television and multi-media, increases every year. People displacement 
through war and disaster also brings unexpected languages together. Both Volunteers and Readers benefit from coming together from 
diverse language backgrounds even when they share the same language. More often than not, bringing Volunteers and Readers together is 
easy when you allow them  'to find each other', and to select the person they want to work with. This ensures a better chance that they will 
make  the effort to understand each other, and then work together effectively. Even though the intent of the 1,2,3 method seems to be that 
of  the Language Learning Reader acquiring language skills, in fact the Volunteer Reader is also acquiring and honing skills. Volunteers 
gain an ear for tone and different accents. They develop an experienced eye for different cultural body languages. Working as a group 
brings the group  itself the continual challenge to keep developing effective techniques for working as a team. It can be easier to work  
with two cultures with the help of an Interpreter. Working with more than two cultures, when all the Language Learning Readers speak 
different languages, is more complex. In this complex scenario of many languages, it is useful for the Readers to understand in their adult 
language (translated in the Library Manual), how to use the 1,2,3 method. Volunteers translating the Library Manual in more languages 
are much appreciated.
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2.  Step two of the 1,2,3 method refers  reading with (more notes)

Repeat reading aloud together reinforces colloquial speech: it reinforces the way language is actually used in the local community.  
Speaking with one another from the same community makes the speech relevant. Reading with, although very simple, is one of the most 
important techniques for the Language Learning Reader to grasp. As a Programme Deliverer / Kaiawhina it is your job to teach the 
Volunteers and Readers that this is what we  teach – not language per se – but techniques to allow Language Learning Readers to drive 
and control their own language development.

3.  Step three of the 1,2,3 method refers to reading by yourself (more notes)

Aotearoa  New Zealand is a relatively young country. The 'Do It Yourself '('D.I.Y.), 'Help Yourself' culture  is a valuable tradition to pass 
on to incoming communities. Whether as a Reader you are capable to read by yourself is a decision that only you can make. It can be that 
from a Volunteer Reader's point of  view, that you sound competent. This in itself does not mean you feel, (and therefore are) competent. 
If you can read a simple fun book but not enjoy it, can you be called competent? Capability and competence ultimately is decided by you 
as the Reader. A Volunteer may say  encouragingly “You sound perfect”. A Volunteer should also say “How is it for you when you read? 
Are you internalising what you are saying? Can you think and speak at the same time?”. To ask these questions will really help the 
Volunteer Reader align with the goals of the Language Learning Reader.

The Team of Volunteer Readers taking turns to read aloud sentence by sentence

The Kete-Community Journal gives to the community pages to photocopy to read aloud together. Readers can practice their writing skills 
in the Kete; authorship is anonymous. The Kete gives voice to cultural and community literacy.  The Kete is different to a local newspaper
in that it does not collect news - it collects cultural experiences in the form of stories, photos, recipes, language learnings and community  
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attitudinal changes. The Kete Themes help the participants to become conscious of the role language plays in forming attitudes. Having 
the Readers choose a piece to read aloud together from the Kete is ideal. Otherwise, it is useful to have a range of  photocopied articles 
ready on hand to respond to the need of the moment. In order to sharpen the listening skills of the Readers, when repeating aloud as a 
group, it is good team work for the Volunteer Readers to each take a turn to read sentence-by-sentence aloud. 

More about library: investing Volunteer read aloud time into making our communities multi-literate

Library is a sustainable resource. Library is process. Library promotes cultural literacy, computer literacy

Library is diversity - a wide range of books on different topics by different authors.  Library is one way to 'store'  culture. Library is also 
people looking after the books: sorting, choosing, shelving, filing, in a complex administrative exercise. In the digital future, the face of 
library will change dramatically. We will be able to access our birth language directly in written form. Sharing reading one-on-one across 
cultures is a special way to sustain and enliven the deep knowledge of library, a way to communicate global culture at a local level.

Library is a public, warm, safe, equitable place: communication literacy, language literacy

When working one-on-one we prefer to work in the library  in the setting of a group. This way we maximise safety when we bring people 
together whatever their background and whatever their literacy needs. Literacy is intimately connected to employment, to social and other 
opportunities. Language literacy for adults, learning their own language or another language, is optimised by one-on-one.  This type of 
support  encourages all participants to understand, in their adult language (translation) how to keep safe in a public space. 
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Coming together as a group in the library: community literacy, multi-literacy

Where space allows we like to come together as a group to share experiences that develop our cultural and community literacy skills. As a
group, participants have the opportunity to offer their various skills to the Team. Working together as a Team ,combining our strengths, 
practices our community building which leads to a more cohesive society. Teambuilding = multi-literacy training in action. We encourage
multi-literacy to be accessible to those who would like to better their circumstances regardless of their past.

Expanding literacy through multi-literacy and multi-cultural learning 

Multi-literacy refers not just to an individual's literacy skills but to the ability of a community to have their different cultures working 
together by combining their different literacy competencies. Many people have limited language literacy with immense cultural literacy. 

Communication literacy includes language (30%) grammar, vocabulary and body-language / tone etc. (70%).

Cultural literacy includes being aware that there are many things you don't know that are a very natural part of other cultures. In the 
pursuit of cultural literacy our assumptions are constantly challenged. In other words there is a lot to learn out there. How are the people in
your community  culturally the same as you? How are the people in your community  culturally different to you? Do you know what you 
assume? Do you have an inkling what you don't know, or do you think you know it all!?

Cultural literacy working through the steps of shifting attitude, changing place - to sharing our place of Aotearoa  
The Repeat Read Aloud Programme supports cultural literacy, investing read aloud time for both the Readers and the Volunteers.  A 
culturally literate community will be a competent community. A competent community knows how to come together and achieve 
progress. A competent community will be a confident community. A confident competent community knows they will make progress 
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when they come together. In support of cultural literacy and boosting confident identity as a citizen in Aotearoa New Zealand, in 2012  to 
commemorate Waitangi Day  CCCR4U arranged for the Tiriti o Waitangi to be read aloud at Orakei Marae in ten different languages. 
One of our mottos: “Be Proud! Read Aloud!”

The group work, the contributions to the Kete-Community Journal are particularly useful to grow cultural literacy in the community and 
increase multi-literacy. Publishing a Kete brings together different cultural skills: writing, editing, photographing, computer, storytelling, 
expressing oneself, sharing, seeing from another's point of view etc. The Kete bridges across communities, informing us from community.
to community. IT's Accessible Trust's Volunteers publish the Kete on-line www.repeatreadaloud.co.nz, giving their own Volunteers the 
opportunity to upskill and access work from their wheelchairs and hospitable beds.

Community literacy is about knowing who is in your community and how to work with them. Who do you know? How well do you 
know them? Community literacy is meeting, reading with, working with people in your local community and knowing how to foster 
community feeling. Community literacy knows how to invest through Volunteers, read aloud time into those wanting to learn more.

Computer literacy gives us a paperless, easy way of accessing and sharing our stories. Computer literacy allows us to connect even if 
we are immobile, cannot drive, or do not have a computer (the library has computers for public use!). IT's Accessible Trust is a model of 
computer literacy giving people access to community at home on line.

Multi-culture  “One day I watched a Kingfisher and a Rosella seemingly perched together on a power line. Then, together, they flew as 
if they were a couple, for quite a long distance. I realised that there was an air flow that allowed them to fly on the same  air current, 
giving the appearance that they were a couple, as if they had some understanding that allowed them to fly together. This is much the same
way that  all sorts of people drive their cars, trucks and bikes on the motorway to go to work.”  Multi-cultural learning can happen in a 
similar way when different people apply the same attitude simultaneously using the same work patterns. By working together,  by using 
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the same 'way',  a coordination resembling harmony can be achieved, giving the appearance of understanding.
Understanding can happen in this environment step-by-step, deepening over time. This can  be described as
working-walking together as multi-cultural communication. 

Multi-cultural literacy Walking, working, reading aloud, thinking along the same lines (e.g. Kete Themes;
the 1,2,3 method; Treaty of Waitangi; Road Code) with or without understanding, can be achieved with joy
and through the 1,2,3, A,B,C of the Repeat Read Aloud Programme for Adults. The Kete-Community
Journal publishes the results of these multi-cultural learnings. Please refer to our on-line Kete including Kete
Celebrating One People, Commemorating Waitangi Day which talks about our identity as New Zealanders.

Teambuilding: building confident competence

Teambuilding refers to people working as a Team (as distinct from a group being managed by a leader). Teambuilding is part of multi-
literacy / multi-cultural training: a way of combining different individual skills. Volunteers together with Readers, practice creating a 
strong Team just as if they were a small community. A confident, competent Team will have every member knowing what they are doing.
A capable Team will  give  a place for individual competencies to be able to contribute to the confidence of the whole Team. 

Every term the Team should expect to form (take on the same or new roles), norm (get into the rhythm), storm (deal with problems) and 
mourn (i.e. finish with ceremony and start afresh). Every term the Team has the opportunity to start again thus allowing the same people 
to change roles if they wish.
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Teambuilding can happen 

1. In the beginning in the week before the Sessions start, with or without the Volunteers,  i.e. with the Readers alone.

2. Or Teambuilding can happen organically introducing the ABC 1,2,3 over a period of time.The important thing is that somewhere 
(at Team building or over a period of time) it is important to deal with the paper work. Paper work includes things like:- release 
sign offs, pre demographics & other forms the library creates to gather statistics useful to the running of the library.

Teambuilding while reading one-on-one

One of the main activities of the Repeat Read Aloud Programme for Adults is reading one-on-one. This can be done quietly throughout
the library while always cooperating with the library staff. Through spoken language we communicate 30% of the meaning, the other 70%
is mainly body language. How we sit together and how reading one-one-one is achieved, delivers the qualitative outcome of the 1,2,3  
method. The  most important point here is, that the learning is Reader driven i.e. student driven. To affect this, let the Language Learning 
Reader hold the book, be in the driver's seat. The Volunteer  Reader can sit beside, or a little behind, or in another relaxed way, next to the
Reader. If the words need pointing to, let the Language Learning Reader, not the Volunteer Reader, do this.

More on gratitude building and binding community in the library

Attitude and gratitude are intimately linked as Robert Emmons espouses in his book Thanks! How the new science of gratitude can make 
you happier. Emmons studies how gratitude is embodied in the individual. Of course there are many books in the library in the religious 
traditions such as Christianity, Islam, Buddhism, Taoism. All these religions talk about gratitude in one form or another. There are 
countless secular books that guide us to gratitude too. The Repeat Read Aloud Library Manual talks about the benefits to learning of using
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gratitude. The 1,2,3 Repeat Read Aloud Programme is living proof of using gratitude as a learning tool, sharing gratitude and publishing
gratitude stories. Having a Kete is a way of collecting gratitude. It is a best practice to publish every contribution given to the Kete. With 
this gratitude, the Kete-Community Journal builds up and binds our communities.  This is the difference between a Community Journal 
which tells news, sanitises, prioritises and inflates contributions, and a Kete which collects, holds and binds together.  A Kete being 
published by every Team every term, is the continuous account of communities building gratitude, of communities practising gratitude for
one another. In this way on-line Kete builds and binds our communities in their diversity, adding to the library’s' own collections of 
diversity published in books. IT's Accessible Trust is run by Volunteers often limited to physically move around, our stories can help them
and us access community at home on-line.
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A Accessing &          The ABC 1,2,3  of the Repeat  Read Aloud Programme for Adults

B
Building

C
Communication literacy + Community literacy + Cultural literacy + Computer literacy = Multi-literacy

1
Listen to the Volunteer. It's easy. Don’t use the dictionary to look up the meanings of  a word.

2
Read with the Volunteer. It's fun, relax. Read for pleasure, so if you are bored, stop.

3
Read to the Volunteer. Read lots. 

(Guaranteed to improve).

When you don’t understand, skip that word and rely on the 
context. If there are too many words you don’t know, if it is not 
easy, that is a sign you are reading at too high a level. 
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Sample reading log

            Book Title Read /
Listen

to

Read

with

Read

by

Read 

1

Read 

2

Read 

3

Different learners are motivated by different techniques. 

Some Language Learning Readers like to mark their 
progress by accumulating the titles of the books they read
in a methodical way as this chart allows.

Some Readers might like to take a word count knowing 
that  reading 10 million words = language competency.

It is useful to find the most effective technique to 
motivate the Language Learner being mindful of the 
Kiwi DIY culture.

Aim to read ten million words & learn a language
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Sample Tracking The Positive Chart

Date You read fluently 
and with enjoyment

You pronounced the 
consonant blends 
clearly

You sounded out the
vowels like a native 
speaker

You said the words 
with expression

You caught the 
rhythm and flow of 
the sentence

You can construct your own chart, keeping in mind the most effective way is to focus on the positives

Aim to read ten million words & learn a language
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 Weaving a Kete - Community Journal sustaining community with joy:- Being  ACCOUNTABLEACCOUNTABLE

Let the true worth of everyone shine throughout the world.

To achieve an expanded  multi-literacy as adults we  need to practise working together with our different languages and 
backgrounds The  ABC 1,2,3 Repeat Read Aloud Programme by working together allows us 
to develop our community literacy alongside enhancing our communication literacy, cultural 
literacy and computer literacy.  In this way the ABC 1,2,3 Repeat Read Aloud Programme is 
pioneering the multi-literacy approach while at the same time boosting multi-cultural 
enrichment. The Kete also gives the means to measure accountability and measure results. When
there is little common language, then the Kete, usually woven with words, can be made up of 
photos showing the joy of people reading together, one-on-one and in a group.  The Kete is one 

bottom line. What do we look for in a Kete?  (See Session four where the bottom line is repeated).

1. Has there been attempt to publish bi-lingually into other languages showing co-operation between cultures?

2. Have both the Volunteers and Readers contributed something, showing a willingness to share? How many have contributed?

3. Are the stories giving insight into cultural literacy? Does the Kete say something about the local community? The global 
community? Is there understanding  of how community is built by  giving? Is there evidence of attitudinal change for the better?
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Session One’s Kete Theme to repeat  together 

“Be absolutely grateful for everything day and night.”

Session One is the best time to start the practice of gratitude in a mutual learning environment. This Session encourages 
gratitude for the library. Gratitude expressed for the books can include thinking about how they are written, how they are bound, 
how they are couriered, how they are indexed, illustrated and so on. Coming to learning with gratitude greatly helps support a 
culture  where fun and relaxation, rather than stress and feelings of inadequacy pre-dominate.

  Tips

• If the Readers and Volunteers are not sitting alternately, before you start working together, ask everyone to stand 
and change position so that every Volunteer Reader is sitting next to a Language Learning Reader.

• When you make out the name tags, make sure that the Language Learning Readers write all forms of their names 
on the tag e.g. For a Japanese Kanji/Katakana/Romaji. This helps the Volunteer Reader to be familiar with how  
the Language Learning Reader is used to being identified in their own culture. Practice repeat reading aloud the  
foreign names of the Language Learning Readers as they are spoken in their own home.
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Session Two’s Kete Theme to repeat  together

People from every walk of life need to join hands and work on cleaning up the environment. 

We need to establish a society whose foundation is recycling (repeating).

        In Session Two practising the 4Rs and the sustainable practice of repeating will be discussed.

       Tip

 This is not just a test to see whether the Volunteers and Readers know how to recycle.  It is  an
opportunity for the Volunteers and Readers to share how they as a community can make  the
world a better place. It is to encourage a global culture of recycling. The ABC 1,2,3 Repeat
Read Aloud Programme is one way to recycle words and books at a local level in libraries.
Imagine if the whole world did this in their libraries! Promote a culture of recycling Kete Themes, of collecting Kete 
Themes in different languages and publishing them on the web. We can use the Kete Themes to repeat read aloud together.
We start each Session with a Kete Theme demonstrating how we can repeat read aloud even when we don't understand 
what we are saying. We show consideration by incorporating the adult language (through translation and interpretation) 
where we can. The Kete Themes are then recycled again in the form of the Kete-Community Journal.
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B Building Repeat Reading Aloud It's fun: Join Joy-In 2
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Session Three’s Kete Theme to repeat  together

A day begins with greetings. By exchanging greetings we can go through each day cheerfully.

           Session Three  

Tip

 Use your imagination. You can do something like going around the Team to repeat read aloud as a group the normal 
greetings each person uses every day in the language used at home. You can also introduce your own name, then 
everybody reply and repeat: for example “Good morning Felice!” What types of  body language do the different cultures 
use for greeting?
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B Building Repeat Reading Aloud It's fun: Join Joy-In 2
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Session Four’s Kete Theme to repeat  together

It is a challenge to train ourselves   Cultivate self-reliance.
 

Accountability: NZCC looks for several indicators of self-reliance  (as well as,Team-reliance) while achieving the 1,2,3 & ABC  
Repeat Read Aloud Programme for Adults

• Does everyone, the Volunteers including the Readers offer at least one contribution, or photo, to the Kete?
 Does the Kete reflect changing attitudes  e.g. developing self-reliance in learning?
 Does the Team rely on different individuals to do different tasks – is there distribution of the 

Team load? (Attendance Volunteer, Scribe, Hello Volunteer, Name Tag Volunteer etc.).
 How self-reliant  is the Team? Is the Team stable?  Does it manage the Volunteers?  Does it 

manage the Readers? Does it cooperate inter-culturally with Volunteer Interpreters etc.?
 Does the Team set up the Library Bag independently, using its own Volunteers and Readers? 
 Does the Team translate and type up their Kete contributions?  Can the Team compile their 

own on-line Kete?
 Does the Team collate the feedback? Does it  self-report? Does it report to the library? 

• Has the Team initiated new techniques for NZCC to improve its programme delivery?

A Accessing & Adults It’s easy 1

B Building Repeat Reading Aloud It's fun: Join Joy-In 2
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Session Five’s Kete Theme to repeat  together

Words have power to express a person’s innermost attitude.

 Session Five 

 Tips

 There is usually at least one Session in the term where people feel
comfortable to talk about themselves, to share their personal
experiences and to open up to the Team. This is a sign that the
Team has established trust. When it happens it is just a matter of
going with the flow even if it means letting the rest of the
programme 'go'.  Be ready with pen and paper to capture in words
some of the gems that come out this part of the process.

 Sometimes if the language level of the Readers differs widely, it can be useful to separate them into 
groups where they can share language at a similar level.

A Accessing & Adults It’s easy 1

B Building Repeat Reading Aloud It's fun: Join Joy-In 2
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Session Six’s Kete Theme to repeat together

The way you project words has tremendous power to change not only your own destiny 
but also the destiny of others.

  Session Six                  

  Tips

 It is quite normal for people coming from traditional learning methods to seek 
out mistakes and then correct them. 'Tracking the Positive' chart introduces 
another way proved to be more effective – listen to the reading, then pick up 
what is done correctly. If this is ticked onto a chart it becomes obvious with the 
gaps, what things are not happening. In this relaxed but systematic way a Reader 
can self-correct.

 Learning to find encouraging words, learning ways of thinking that find the good
rather than find the fault, reinforces a mindset that is easier to keep in the 
gratitude which we know improves learning. 
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Session Seven’s Kete Theme to repeat together

“Do your best” is a golden rule to cherish.       
                      

Session Seven 

Tips

 Seeing adults light up when they repeat
childhood nursery rhymes in any language
reminds us how we learned language without
thinking it through, just clapping and
repeating.  Nursery rhymes often don't make
sense – they remain in the language's cultural
environment, reminding us of how important the music of our language is.

 “Think like an adult, learn like a child” is a motto we can use to not be scared of using interpretation to share our adult 
feelings and thinking, while at the same time understanding that repeating the the language we are learning is just what we
did when we were children. Children are fast learners. Pronunciation is more of a challenge for some language transitions 
(Asian to European) than others.
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Session Eight’s Kete Theme to repeat  together

People with various personalities & characteristics co-exist in the world.    
                      

Session Eight 

          Tips

 Before or after the Readers and Volunteers have had one-one-one time, the Team 
can come together to repeat read aloud as a group. A Reader or Volunteer can select 
which Kete contribution to read together. This can be done for a short time, or a 
longer time. If there is an Interpreter available, or if the language level is high 
enough, going around the group one-by-one to talk about a topic can be very 
valuable for  everybody to explore cultural and community literacy.

 Both Language Learning Readers and Volunteer Readers are volunteering their efforts. Sometimes the same person can 
switch roles, or be in-between roles. The programme is designed to cater for all these variables. Volunteer Interpreters 
often represent this. There is no reason why the Readers cannot organize the Library Bag, ring the Volunteers and similar
jobs. The Volunteers need too be available for editing, reading aloud and local community information.
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Session Nine’s Kete Theme to repeat together

Everyone has a valid opinion.      
                      

Session Nine

  Tips

• Volunteers need to collaborate with the library. The Library sets the questions in the feedback and pre-demographics 
forms.  Volunteers collate that information to give back to the Library. This allows the Library to respond to the 
communities from a more informed position. The Kete also is valuable as qualitative feedback for the Library staff, 
funders, others in our communities etc

• The feedback is helpful to the Team delivering the programme, so they too can respond accordingly.
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Session Ten’s Kete Theme to repeat together

Learning is a gradual step-by-step process.
                      

      Session Ten

     Tips

 The Repeat Read Aloud Programme is based on step-by-step progress. There are countless steps. Using the Reading 
Log is one useful way to record steps. Counting the words read,  
knowing that reading 10 million words marks language competency,  
motivates many people.

 Volunteers taking on new Teams of  Readers marks Volunteer learning 
steps.

 Asking the Readers to write their own contributions to the Kete - 
Community Journal with the knowledge that mistakes will be corrected 
by the Team, is another step to language confidence and competency.
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Session Eleven’s Kete Theme to repeat together

           Be the first to make efforts, if you wait for others then progress will be more difficult.
           

         Session Eleven

       Tips

 Ingenuity, one way of being the first to make efforts, is one of six 
core Kiwi values that we promote. The other core values are: 
earthiness, informality, modesty, fairness and restraint (2007: Taruni 
Falconer & Bill Watson AUT). As Volunteers we are proud to 
pioneer the ABC 1,2,3 Repeat Read Aloud Programme for Adults
by embedding  it with these six core values from Aotearoa N. Z.

 As Tanagata Tirit living in Aotearoa New Zealand, we can take up 
the relationship challenge of the Treaty of Waitangi. We can follow 
the lead of  Maori who made and had signed, one ot this land's 
founding documents Te Tiriti o Waitangi, by reading the Treaty 

aloud on Waitangi Day in the different languages spoken here. “Be proud. Read aloud!”.
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Session Twelve’s Kete Theme to repeat  together

           Whether your journey in life is fortunate or unfortunate is greatly determined by the way you
use words.

           

Session Eleven A / Twelve 

  Tips

 It is appropriate the the programme starts with the Kete to show where we are 
going. The programme also ends with the Kete, celebrating where the Team has 
been. The last Session is the last time you have the opportunity  to collect more 
cultural treasurers to put in your Team's  Kete for the term.

 If you haven't already,  please make the Readers aware that they are Tangata o Te 
Tiriti. There is a “Kete Celebrating One People Commemorating Waitangi 
Day” on our web page www.repeatreadaloud.co.nz
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Homework here is a word to encourage giving / bringing from 'your place' to 'our place'

A Access community & reinforce language learning by reading books aloud that are enjoyable to read.

B Build community. Build multi-literacy. Share each other’s culture through reading and talking together.

C Weave an on-line  Kete sharing our stories, sustaining community at home on-line

About  homework, optional tasks

Different people and different peoples have different ways of working. There is a homework  / optional task sheet for those 
Volunteers or those Readers who find this type of structure  useful.

The  homework  is an optional task. Some Teams may chose to ignore it. Other Teams may rely on it for every Session. Others 
may choose to use it for particular individuals.

So long as you end up with a Kete Community Journal as evidence of your work we can all know that you have distributed your 
optional tasks and homework. Bi-lingual contributions are particularly welcome.

There are a multitude of talents in the community; it is important that these do not go to waste. The ABC attempts to give a place
for the expression of the cultural capital in our communities. The Kete can give voice to the community if we use it well.

A Accessing & Adults It’s easy 1

B Building Repeat Reading Aloud It's fun: Join Joy-In 2
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Project Plan flow chart

                                                             
A1-5 Library & books, staff        
& space                          

B2&3 

Building a Team                                                        D

                      

A6,7,8 The 

F3.4                                                F1,2
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Glossary of Terms

 Language building community prefers using   Avoid using language that divides community

Volunteer Reader or Volunteer Teacher

Language Learning Reader or Reader Student, Migrant, Immigrant, Foreigner,

• note many of our Volunteers are migrants and many Readers have 
lived here for decades but continue to be isolated by language

Incoming communities, language communities Migrants (many of our migrants are English speaking from birth. Many 
migrants have been here for decades. Many migrants are more educated 
than some English speakers

Receiving community (which is diverse) Them / us / other

Local language including colloquialisms Proper language
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Multi - literacy Literacy means more than grammar

Communication 
literacy

“Are you illiterate if you have no grammar?.” or “Are you are literate when you have grammar but you do not know 
how to get on with people living in your community.”

Community 
literacy

Meeting – reading with, working with, people in your local community. Knowing how to foster a community feeling 
of well being.

Computer literacy Accepting and coming to know and use the part that computer technology has to improve our lives.

Cultural literacy Having an inkling of a culture, or cultures, we do not and cannot and will never know.

Competence & 
confident 
competence

It is one thing to be competent and quite another to have confidence. When communities can become confident in 
their competence, when  competencies are recognised and acknowledged, then communities can become not only 
multi-cultural but also multi-literate.
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Expanding 
literacy to

Multi-cultural  Multi-literate  

Multi-cultural Walking, working, reading aloud, thinking along the same lines (e.g. Kete Themes, Treaty of Waitangi, Road Rules) 
with or without understanding.

Multi-literate Including: communication literacy, community literacy, cultural literacy, computer literacy, confident competence.

Language & 
library 

The language of library

Language as a 
living dynamic 
process

Language can be seen as static, as being definitively right or wrong. NZCC promotes literacy as being more than 
language.  Language can be used as a construct to “put people in their place.” NZCC encourages us to use language 
to communicate, to better understand and build community. “Welcome to my place, let's make it our place.” 

Library as  place, 
as a noun. Library
as a verb.

Using the word library prefaced with an article, uses the word library as a noun. It defines library as a place, like a 
building, solid and static. When this manual uses the word library without an article, i.e. as a verb, it conveys library 
as a flexible, living, dynamic process that has the potential to develop multi-literacy. 
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Appendices

Appendices

Want to start a programme? Three scenarios to inspire your initiative (Asian, Pasifika, Institutional 
languages)

I. pp34-36

Kete-Community Journal and group reading time: bringing multi-literacy together. II. p37

One- on-one quality. Name tags: The different colours. Name tags signed off. III. p38

Project Planning: Prepare. Set up Teambuilding. Prepare for Sessions. Session overview. Evaluations. Kete. IV. pp39-42

The Library Bag: The  Office. What is in the Library Bag. How to use the Library Bag. v. p43

Teambuilding: Intro: Shared Team Goal. Example Teambuilding Agenda. Types of Team tasks. VI. pp44-62

Treaty of Waitangi:  reading aloud promoting cultural unity in diversity: celebrating one people. VII. p63

Why?  ” Why have 1,2,3? Why have a Teambuilding? Why repeat the Kete Themes before each Session? 
Why have a web page? Why have “Tracking the Positive Chart? Why is it so difficult?”

VIII. p64
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         Appendix I   Want to start a 1,2,3,ABC Repeat Read Aloud Programme for Adults?

Are you inspired to invest  volunteer read aloud time into the cultural capital & literacy of our communities?

 I ( i ) Scenario 1 Asian languages

In Auckland people are wanting to learn Mandarin from Primary school level to University. Auckland has many  people who can speak 
Chinese from birth living here. Some of these people have participated as Language Learning Readers in the Repeat Read Aloud 
Programme for Adults. These Readers are ideally suited to invest volunteer read aloud time to reinforce the efforts of students who are 
learning Mandarin at school and university. How can they do this?

1. Become a member of a repeat read aloud group.

2. Translate this Training Manual into Mandarin

3. Set up Teams of Mandarin speakers willing to volunteer to repeat read aloud to Language -Mandarin Learning 
Readers.

4. Find a venue to meet.

5. Advertise for Language Learning Readers and run the programme 
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I (ii)Scenario 2  Pasifika languages

In Auckland there are many people who can speak Samoan, Tongan etc. from birth. To keep these language alive these speakers are 
ideally suited to invest volunteer reading time to reinforce the efforts of  their children born in Aotearoa New Zealand. To keep their 
stories alive the children can be encouraged to collect stories from their elders , even the ones still living in the Pacific (e.g. Via Skype) 
How can they do this?

• Become a member of a repeat read aloud group

• Translate this Training Manual into their own language 

• Bring a Team of language speakers together to invest read aloud time to their language community

• Gather books in your language, bring them together to run a programme

• Find a venue and people to work with the language

• Encourage the writing down of stories in the Kete to collect cultural capital for the future generations re

• Publish your Kete on line for every one to see
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I (iii) Scenario 3 Institutional languages

In Auckland many people are confined to one place for long periods of time e.g. hospitals, prisons, rest homes? There is a pool of cultural 
capital that could be invested to people living alongside them or visitors. How can we mobilise this capital?

• Become a member of a repeat read aloud group.

• Set up books  (e.g. Extensive Reading Library) relevant to the learning needs of the people in the institution.

• Find people who are willing to invest a small amount of  read aloud time 10-20 minutes on a regular basis to another 
who chooses a book to read.

• Where possible have some Team time

• Advertise for a Volunteer Team willing to collect stories for their Kete that could help people in their position
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         Appendix II   Kete-Community Journal & group reading time 

Bringing multi-literacy together

The one-one-one read aloud time in the Repeat Read Aloud Programme allows for intensive individual attention. In the group read aloud 
time Volunteers each read a sentence from a Kete-Community Journal contribution especially chosen, by a Reader or by a Volunteer,  to 
fit the context

The group read aloud time 

• brings these bonded reading pairs, of Readers and Volunteers, together to repeat read aloud in the same way  they did as 
individuals as a group. The pairs continue to sit together so the Volunteer can support the Reader

• brings the Volunteers together to interact in view of the Readers, situating the Readers in a local community group

• brings local or global stories, written by Readers or written by Volunteers, to the group to share  and discuss e.g. the Chinese 
might explain they way they think about things, the Volunteers may inform the Readers of things useful and appropriate to their 
living in the community here

• the talking together stimulates further contributions of value 
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Appendix III   One-on-one 

III (i ) One-on-one quality

Approximately 50-60 minutes of the two hours spent participating in the Repeat Read Aloud Programme is ideally one-on-one time. The 
one-on-one time is a foundation of quality individual time. Other than quality there are other important reasons to ensure the reading pairs 
get this time

• quality time

• sets up personal time, get to know each other personally, this is important for Western cultures

• most of the Volunteers are not trained to teach,  if there is one-on-one time the Reader can get quality without the Volunteer being 
trained as a teacher

III  (ii) Name tags

• Using different colour name tags, blue for Volunteer, red for Reader, helps identify who is who. Volunteers may chose  a name tag
with a n identified Team task  e.g. Safety Officer

• Writing the name in all the language versions helps the Volunteers become familiar with other cultures, and other scripts

• The Kaiawhina will have their photo signed off by the  chairperson to confirm their role
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Appendix IV  Project planning. 

IV (i) Prepare – go through check list

A1 Co-ordinate so that there is the same number of Volunteers & Readers

A2 Start compiling your phone list

A3 Check there is an appropriate area to work in the library and that it is booked

A4 File relevant documents into DIY Term Kit, Kete Holder and Library Manuals File

A5 Photocopy enough copies  (12 x 20) to put into Kete Holder so the Team can read together

A6 Interpreter support -  network

A7 Prepare & summarise last term's Volunteer & Reader feedback,. Send summary  to library
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IV(ii) Set-up in the Team building before the Sessions start

B1 Tick off  how many documents you need and photocopy (release forms , time tables etc.)

B2  Pack Library Bag with all your papers filed into the Term Kit, the Manuals file and the Kete file

B3  Contact the Team 

IV (iii)  Hold Team building 1st week of term

C1  Bring the DIY Term Kit (i.e. printouts) to the Team building

C2  Work through your Team building Agenda* explain the 1,2,3, ABC & the Kete 

C3  Have the forms filled out: attendance, permission slip, contact details etc.

C4  Manuals / Kete Community-Journal. Distribute where necessary

C5  Outline safety (fire-exits) & Team protocol
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          IV (iv) Session overview  Sessions  8 or 9 or 10 evaluate – fill out feedback forms    

                All Sessions

1. Greetings & name tags, and attendance 

2. Repeat read aloud the Theme to start together

3. One-on-one reading for at least 50 minutes

4. From photocopied Kete contributions repeat read aloud 
together as a group

5. Talk about the Kete, give contributions, write up and edit 
with your Volunteer. Volunteer to ask the Reader what they 
would like the Volunteers to bring to the Kete. Inform 
Volunteers about IT's Accessible Trust.
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One Embed Gratitude
Two Recycle etc
Three Greetings
Four Self Training
Five Power of Words
Six Words & Destiny
Seven Doing Our  Best
Eight Living Together
Nine Valid Opinions
Ten Step-by-Step

Eleven Initiate Efforts
Twelve Fortunate Words

*No sessions on public holidays
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             IV (v)  Evaluations

E1  Distribute, Fill out & Collect , Pre-demographics at Teambuilding, & filled out evaluations/feedback forms Sessions 9-11,

E2  Translate answers  where you can when it is necessary

E3   Put all answers on a summary sheet

E4   Email summaries to relevant Kaiawhina and library

                       IV (vi) Kete (collect this term's & publish last term's Kete)

F1  Collect all contributions, use every contribution. Team to edit, correct, take out names and anything that needs copyright

F2  Check all photos have signed release forms and double check that the articles are appropriately anonymous

F3  Use template to type up articles & insert photos, convert to PDF for web publishing and send to web master

F4  Where there are funds print and bind
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Appendix V   The Library Bag 

V (i) The Library Bag / Term Kit = Office

The Library Bag / Term Kit serves as a mobile office. Every term it is set up anew, the previous terms work is filed away. If the Library 
Bag is set up properly before term starts then it can be left at the library ready for the Team to use. If the Library Bag is left at the library 
then even if someone is sick the programme can still be run by the participants who can come.

V (ii) What is in the Library Bag?

Other than name tag holders, pens, scissors and other practical things the Library Bag has 3 folders

24. The Term Kit which has outlined on the front and back cover what is in the Term Kit (attendance sheets, feedback forms etc.).

25. A folder of Library Manuals, including Session Plans, in their different translations, ready to look at or to photocopy when needed

26. A Kete-Community Journal Folder with at least 12 articles photocopied x 20 ready to distribute to read aloud as a group

V (iii) How to use the Library Bag?

The Library Bag is designed to be set up once a term before the term starts. Everything should be in the Library Bag so 
someone can walk in open up the Session Plans for the day and run the next two hours. The Library should be available for 
Team members to share the work.
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Appendix VI Team building: Shared Goal. Example Agenda. Sample Tasks.

VI (i) Shared Team goal

We will work together to blend all our combined skills so that we can offer the 1,2,3 Repeat Reading Aloud Programme in the best way 
possible. We will bring our individual roles together to work for the benefit of the whole Team. Every term we will bring the Volunteers  
and Readers together to build a Team i.e. we can say the team will form, perform, storm and adjourn. Both Language Learning Readers 
and Volunteer Readers can take on roles like Kaiawhina. Ground rules: We agree to practice active listening, to respect each other’s 
ideas and share the work; we agree to pass on any un-resolvable differences to an appropriate person as soon as is reasonably possible

VI (ii) Types of Team tasks

1. Attendance Volunteer 

2. Coach & Time-keeper

3. DIY Filing Manager

4. Feedback Person; Certificate Preparer; Certificate Distributor

5. Health & Safety Officer

6. Kaiawhina
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7. Goodbye & Thank you Volunteer

8. Library Bag / Term Kit / Mobile Office Volunteer

9. Phone Volunteer

10. Programme Deliverer Volunteer

11. Translator and/or Interpreter Volunteer

12. Volunteers: Volunteer Readers; Language Learning Readers-Volunteers; Readers 

13. Welcoming Volunteer

14. Scribe
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VI (iv) Team building Example Agenda

Objectives for today when Readers and Volunteers are together

 To welcome each other. Introduce the efforts of Volunteers. If helpful to the Readers,  describe Kiwis (Training Manual Session 
11). Have you got a library card? Go through safety protocol.

 To get to know each other by working together through the Teambuilding.

 To learn about the Kete-Community Journal and why it is important. Go through the ABC in  multi-literacy .  Describe multi-
culture.

 To improve our understanding of  the 1,2,3  steps in repeat reading aloud. Step 1 How to listen. Step 2 How to read together.     
Step 3 How to read by yourself (with and without audio).Talk about how to find appropriate books “Needle in a haystack”.

 To set up the team for the term, to be clear what everybody is doing and also to make sure there is always room for people to learn
and grow into other roles

 To have fun.
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     Time Outline of the Team building Programme To do. To give.

9.30am Set up. Have all forms and books ready ready to read. Check Readers have library card Web page. Manuals. Brochures.

10.00am Give out name tags, overview, timetable. Fill in contact details. Fill in contacts, name  tags etc.

10:05am Welcome and introduce each other. Have a game, format or intro 
ready to go.

10:20am The 1,2,3 Repeat Read Aloud Programme. Depending whether you have Readers or 
Volunteers or both, work through what you need to build a Team. 

Talk about what they need to 
know. Explain Multi-literacy.

10:55am BREAK Morning Tea?

11:10am The Kete- Community Journal and www.repeatreadaloud.co.nz Why the Kete-
Community is important for accountability, community and cultural literacy.

Look at Kete-Community 
Journal – do a group read.

11:45am Chose your role as a Volunteer. Readers to fill in pre-demographics.  All to have signed 
(once is enough for Vs) a release for Kete photos.

Fill out pre-demographics and 
Release / Consent forms.

12:00pm Home time! Take home anything you need to read before you sign to bring back. Send home happy  people.
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VI (v)  Types of Team Tasks: 15 sample tasks

1:  Attendance person – Reader or Volunteer  tasks & outcomes

    TITLE      TASK    OUTCOME

Attendance 
Person

• To make sure that the attendance sheets is signed at the first  session, and then 
ticked.   To make sure the name tags are filled out correctly (in all languages) 
on the first Session

• Distribute the name tags each Session. Collect name tags at the end of each 
Session

This role requires a person who is punctual

We have useful records.         

The Readers have one person 
they associate with collecting 
and  returning their name 
tags. We can call each other 
by our  names. We can 
recognise  who is a Readers 
and who is a Volunteer           
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2: Coach Time-keeper: a Volunteer or a Reader tasks / outcomes 

TITLE      TASK    OUTCOME

Coach / Time-
keeper 

• To start the Session on time, to finish the session on time

• To round up everyone ten minutes before the  end of the Session to keep to 
time

• To support the Programme Deliverers and Kaiawhina

  This role requires a person who is a good time-keeper as well as being able to 
gently move  people along

The Sessions are predictable
and reliable. 

Sessions run on time
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3: DIY Filing Manager: a Volunteer or a Reader managing the DIY (Do It Yourself) File  tasks / outcomes

TITLE      TASK    OUTCOME

 DIY Filing Manager  To manage the DIY File and keep it in order 

 To distribute the right forms to the appropriate person  (e.g. 
Attendance forms to the Attendance Volunteer)

 To ensure all forms are returned to the file at the end of each 
Session

 This role requires organised people who are able to work co-
operatively with others. 

The group can work
together efficiently with
the  documents they need
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4: Feedback Collector, Certificate Preparer & Certificate Distributor tasks & outcomes

TITLE      TASK    OUTCOME

Feedback 
Collector & 
Certificate 
Preparer & 
Distributor

• To distribute and collect feedback forms during Session 9 (or 10 if the 
Volunteer comes once a week)

• To have filled in the appropriate languages and correct spelling the 
certificates to be given out on the last Session (e.g. session 10a, 11 or 12 
depending when is the last  session for the Volunteer). It  can be appropriate 
for  the Readers to prepare the certificate for their Volunteer.

• To fill in the process feedback form every Session with at least one comment

• To encourage other Volunteers to offer their opinions by adding comments to
the  process feedback form

 This role requires a person who is organized and aware of which days which 
Volunteers come

We can achieve (fill out)
regular focused  feedback.

The Language Learning
Readers can pass on a
personal validation  or

encouragement  in their own
language or in English to the
Volunteer or Volunteers they

wish to leave something
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5: Good-bye and Thank you Person tasks & outcomes 

TITLE      TASK    OUTCOME

Good-bye and

Thank you 
Person

• To make sure everybody leaves satisfied with everything they need to come 
back next time.  To remind Readers to fill in their reading logs.

• May  need to assist the readers with issuing books for the first couple of 
Sessions

• To make sure nothing is left behind and the library is left tidy

This role requires a person who is able to stay on a few minutes after the session has
finished

The Readers and Volunteers
have their efforts validated
and appreciated and leave

feeling satisfied.

The library welcomes
us back.
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6:  Health & Safety Officer tasks / outcomes

              TITLE      TASK    OUTCOME

Health & 
Safety Officer 

(usually 
Attendance 
Volunteer 
because they 
are aware of 
who is there)

• To know where the safety exits are and make certain every participant knows where
they are too (first Session will give specific time)

• To follow up on newcomers so they are aware of these requirements

• To bring the attendance sheets in case of an evacuation so all people can be 
accounted for.

This role requires someone who can stay calm in an emergency

To comply with legal
requirements
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7: Kaiawhina. The Kaiawhina (can be a shared role) etc. is the MOST important role tasks /  outcomes 

TITLE      TASK    OUTCOME

Kaiawhina The Kaiawhina (one or more people) is the most important role. This person  or these 
people will do whatever it takes to keep the programme rolling. 

 This person or these people needs to understand the programme , be very resilient    
and be very flexible.

The programme  achieves    its
purpose : i.e. to bring

cultures  together  through
reading aloud

Other You may identify a task not described here. To fit a solution to the way you
chose  to deliver the

programme
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8: Kete-Community Journal Team: Volunteers and Readers tasks / outcomes

    TITLE      TASK    OUTCOME

Kete-
Community 
Journal 
Team

• To encourage and collect contributions for the Kete-Community Journal. To 
put the contributions in the relevant place in the Kete-Community Journal 
folder

• To take regular photographs throughout the programme for the Kete-
Community Journal. To collate, edit and prepare Kete-Community Journal at 
the end of the programme

• Note that the  Kete the Team may print out may be different, even though the 
photos and stories are the same) to the way IT's Accessible Trust publish it on 
the web. The web publication will set out the contributions so that they are easy
to read on-line. The web publication will also take out any names to protect 
privacy

 NB. You can volunteer to be part of this Team without taking on all of the above roles.

To celebrate 

and share  with others  

the success of your particular
programme
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9:  Library Bag Person  tasks / outcomes

    TITLE      TASK    OUTCOME

Library Bag 
Person 

(if there is a 
Library Bag,
otherwise the
person 
taking care 
of all the 
programme 
books et)

• To collect Library Bag / Term Kit at the beginning of each Session and return 
it at the end of each Session

• To ensure Library Bag is attended to at all times during each Session

• To check all resources and equipment (e.g. camera) are returned to Library Bag
at end  of each Session

 This role requires a security-conscious person who is able to arrive early and stay 
behind afterward

All resources & equipment
are kept  secure

The programme  is able to
run smoothly with all

resources available  for use. 
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10: Phone Person  tasks / outcomes

TITLE      TASK    OUTCOME

Phone 
Person  

(who will 
personally 
get 
everyone’s 
permission 
for their 
phone 
number)

• To be available for any queries, to get everyone’s phone number (with their 
permission). 

• To be able to receive phone messages regarding absentees, etc

• To be prepared to make phone calls if required

• To be able to speak the language of the person ringing up

  This role requires a person with an answer-phone and a mobile phone

There is a  person  that the
Volunteers,  the

Interpreters/Translator & the
Readers can communicate

through.
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11: Programme Deliverer's  tasks /  outcomes

TITLE      TASK    OUTCOME

Programme 
Deliverers

(a role that 
needs to be 
shared in 
case one 
person 
cannot 
attend  

• To front the Sessions being mindful of the content of each Session plan and 
choosing an appropriate response depending on the needs of the Team 

• To co-operate and support each other to fulfill this role

 This role requires people who are prepared to familiarize  themselves or make a 
decision about the content of each Session; a person  confident enough to front or 
deliver the programme clearly.

 It is useful to have a Coach who can keep an eye on the time

Fill in or write a small process evaluation each Session. It is easier to do it  directly on 
the computer or email it to the office. It can be contributed to by any Volunteer or 
collected by the PD.

The programme  is delivered
in  a consistent and clear

manner    and does not lose its
original  focus.

We can continually improve
programme based on

cumulative evaluation results.
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12: Translator, Interpreter  & scribes tasks / outcomes

TITLE      TASK    OUTCOME

Translator / 
Interpreter 

(Interpreter 
for the 
spoken 
language, 
Translator 
into written 
language)

• To work with the Programme Deliverer to interpret or translate where required 

• To interpret the Readers’ replies so that the  Volunteers can understand the 
answers

• To ring in their own language Readers who were absent to check if they are all 
right

  This role requires a bi-lingual person!

The Readers understand how
the programme  works and

are able  to think and
process in their adult

language 

Scribe • To jot down  notes when people are saying interesting things

• Write a Kete contribution from the notes taken. To translate onto computer

To capture some of the
natural  topics of conversation

that come up in the group 
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13:  Volunteer & Readers  tasks / outcomes

TITLE      TASK    OUTCOME

Volunteers

i.e. Volunteer Readers

1. To always be available to read.

2. To help Readers choose appropriate books

3. To speak clearly, listen carefully, show  patience and 
understanding 

The expectations of the
Language Learning  Readers

are fulfilled

      Readers

      i.e. Language Learning Readers    

1. To be ready to read

2. To chose an appropriate book

The expectations  of the
Volunteer Readers are

fulfilled
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14:  Welcoming Person/s tasks / outcomes

TITLE      TASK    OUTCOME

Welcoming 
Person/s

• To make sure each Reader and each Volunteer is greeted when they arrive 
and knows what to do

• Displays the Repeat Read Aloud Poster with session times and an 
information phone number

• Answers any questions about the programme from observers, hands out the 
ccr4u brochure and takes names for the waiting list.

 This role requires a person who is able to arrive a few minutes early and who has a 
nice smile!

Everybody can feel
acknowledged and welcome

when they arrive

Passers-by can read about
our programme  and leave

their  details
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Appendix VII  Treaty of Waitangi: 

NZCC Ltd reading aloud promoting cultural unity in diversity: celebrating one people

At Orakei Marae in 2012 to commemorate Waitangi Day and to celebrate one people,  NZCC Ltd pioneered reading the Tiriti o Waitangi 
aloud in  ten different languages. This was preceded by offering prayers by different religions. Cultural items were celebrated between the 
readings.

Multi-cultural learning using the Kete Themes with the Treaty of Waitangi

The Treaty of Waitangi has been a step by step cultural learning. The way the
words in the Treaty are projected has a tremendous power to change our
destiny in Aotearoa NZ. NZCC Ltd wants us to do our best to encourage a
community literacy that includes everybody with their various characteristics
and personalities.  NZCC wants to celebrate unity in diversity. 

On the other hand we need to challenge ourselves to cultivate a self-
reliance that also recognises that everyone has a valid opinion. Words as
they are written, words as they are spoken, words as they are put into action
have power to express our innermost attitude. NZCC hopes that different
people will keep coming together to expand their cultural and community
literacy. 
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Appendix VIII  Why??? 

VIII (i) Why have 1,2,3?

Like the Repeat Read Aloud Programme the 1,23 method is not intended to be prescriptive (tell you what to do). The 1,2,3 steps of listen, 
read with, read to, describes a method we  agree to try.  Like the Kete Themes, the 1,2,3  is a multi-cultural way we are walking. It is only 
is natural that people interpret, follow and walk in their own ways. The important thing is that following the 1,2,3 way shows  the 
Volunteers without being a qualified teachers  how to engage with a book with a Language Learning Reader. Using the 1,2,3 method the 
Readers do not need to understand the Volunteer's language. Reading together stimulates conversation. Finding appropriate books 
necessitates the Readers and Volunteers  to find cooperative communication (it is possible to find a book together with no shared verbal 
language!)

VIII (ii) “Why have Teambuildings?”

Through experience we have found it valuable to hold a Teambuilding before the Sessions start. The Sessions work the best if there is a 
predictable and stable number of Volunteers and Readers for one-on-one both days of the week. Having a Teambuilding gives the 
Programme Deliverer time to arrange for other Volunteers and Readers should the new ones decide at the Teambuilding that the 
programme is not for them. Teambuildings inform Volunteers and Readers about the Repeat Read Aloud Programme. Volunteers may 
chose to attend just once, or they may use the Teambuilding to meet the new Readers
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VIII (iii) Why repeat the Kete Themes before each Session?

Repeating the Kete Themes at the beginning of each Session, in the Kete-Community Journal gives us a multi-cultural path to walk. Each 
group does the same thing in the same way. This is validated by the Kete-Community Journal. 

The Kete Themes also outline attitudes that facilitate learning for the Language Learning Readers' attempts to acquire a new language. 
From the Volunteer Readers' point of view through recycling / repeating the programme over and over again with new Language Learning
Readers every term, the  Volunteer Readers learn to listen better, and more significantly to understand their own lack of understanding. 
Both Volunteers and Readers up-skill their cultural literacy and their ability to communicate competently with people in their local 
community. Through practice, through their action we have observed that the Kete Themes have enabled us as a community to have a 
foundation to keep coming together and to keep growing. 
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V (iv) Why have a  web page?

The second  Kete Theme “People from every walk of life need to join hands and work on cleaning up the environment. We need to 
establish a society whose foundation is recycling (repeating).” espouses the benefits of recycling as a way to clean up our environment. 
The web page gives a public platform to publish the Library Manuals, The Term Kit and Kete-Community Journal for us to look at before
we decide to print it onto paper. This is itself saves a lot of paper not to mention the money it is printed on. Through the web page we can 
coordinate other paperwork, if the library for example would like us to all change to a different feedback form, it is easy to align all the 
participants, as individuals or as groups, through the web page. IT's Accessible Trust by managing www.repeatreadaloud.co.nz have the 
opportunity physically impaired Volunteers to up-skill and work from their wheelchair or hospital bed, this enables them to access and 
connect with community. The web page also enables communities to access stories of community learning on-line from home.

VIII (v) Why have “Tracking the Positive Chart”?

The 1,2,3 Repeat Read Aloud Programme is based on attitudes New Zealanders promote in its educational system. Rather than using 
traditional approaches that focus on the detection of mistakes to correct, approaches still common in overseas teaching styles, the 1,2,3 
Method focuses on spotting the strengths. Tracking the Positive Chart formalises this approach so that a Reader can teach themselves by 
recording their own reading on a tape. Once the Reader's voice is on a tape, they can then listen to their own voice, using the Tracking the 
Positive Chart, to tick every time they hear themselves do a particular thing well. After the reading is finished one look at the chart, to see 
where all the ticks are sitting, will give the student an idea where their strengths are and where they need to concentrate on.

VIII (vi) Why is it so difficult?

The 1,2,3 Repeat Read Aloud Programme  generally attracts generous Volunteers and Readers eager to learn. Having a Teambuilding will
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weed out those who are not suited to the programme. However to achieve the one-on-one quality the programme offers it is important to 
have a one-on-one ratio of Volunteers to Readers. Organising this balance can be the most difficult part of running this programme. Some 
Volunteers may come once a week, some come twice a week, the Readers should come twice a week. To coordinate the right numbers at 
the right time can be very difficult without detailed planning and cooperation. 

Working with different languages simultaneously, especially when the other language is not at a high level requires more than patience. 
Working together across cultures demands multi-literacy skills. Typically a Team that does well will develop strong links to Interpreters 
who take on the role of Volunteer. Volunteers working together multi-culturally like this learn the most, gain the most and achieve the 
most.
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B Building Repeat Reading Aloud It's fun: Join Joy-In 2

C Community Together It has high expectations 3

Investing Volunteer read aloud time into our multi-cultural communities building confident competencies of multi-literacy
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